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Introduction

In this paper, we assume that learning
proceeds in a
sequence of trials. At trial number t the learning algrithm
with

an instance

●

is required

●

and then receives a real number yt from
ronment which we interpret
as the truth.

The square

to return

zt chosen from

a real number

loss of an algorithm

some

Yi,
the envi-

over a sequence

of m

trials is ~~1 (it – yt )2. A critical aspect of this model is
that when the algorithm
is making its prediction
tit for
the tth instance Zt, it has access to pairs (z,, y, ) only
fors <t.
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is

is given

(~1, Yl),. . . . (%, thn). Our reeults can be loosely interpreted as having the following
message: “To the extent
that the environment
is friendly,
our algorithms
have
small tot al loss.” Of course, the strength of such results
depends on how “friendly”
is formalized.
For the most
general results of this paper (described in Section 3), the
domain % is assumed to be a (real) vector sDace. 1 To
formalize
“friendly,”
we make &e of the gene~al notion
of an inner product
(.,.), which is any function
from
X x X to R that has certain properties
(see Section 2
for a list).
Typically,
orithms

we express the bounds on the loss of our algas a function
of inf Et ((w, x~) – y~)2, where

the infimum
is taken over all w whose norm ~~
is bounded
by a parameter.
In many cases we can
even bound the additional
loss of the ahrorithm over the
above infimum
similarly
to the additional
loss bounds
of [CFH+93] obtained in a simpler setting. Our bounds
are all worst case in the sense that they hold for all sequences of pairs (zt, Vt ). (In some caees we assume the
norm of the zt is bounded by a second parameter.)
The inner product formalization
is very general. One of
the simplest inner products
may be defined as follows
in the case that X = R“ for some n:
n

(U,V)=~~;~i=U.V
i=l

Notice that for any inner product
space (X, (., .)), for
any w 6 X, we obtain a natural function fw from X to
R by defining
(1)
fw(x)
:= (w, x).
Faber and Mycielski
[FM91] noted that two natural
clasaea of functions,
a class of smooth functions of a single real variable, and the class of linear functions, can be
defined in this manner.
Both classes have been heavily
studied in Statistics [Har91] (however, with probabilistic
assumptions).
Thus, general results for learning classes

requires

a fee

1The general reaulta will hold for finite
mensional vector spacea.
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Rule

We adopt
a worst-case
outlook,
following
[Daw84,
VOV90, LW91,
LLW91,
FMG92,
MF92,
CFH+93]
and many others,
assuming
nothing
about the environment
of the learner,
in particular
the pairs

We prove worst-case bounds on the sum of
squared errors incurred by a generalization
of
the classical Widrow-Hoff
algorithm
to inner
product
spaces. We describe applications
of
this result to obtain worst-case agnostic learning results for classes of smooth functions and
of linear functions.
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and infinite

di-

of functions from X to R defined by varying the w in (1)
can be applied in a variety of circumstances.
Faber and
Mycielski then proved bounds on Et (jt – yt )2 under the
assumption
that there was a w E X for which for all t,
V* = (w, xt), and described some applications
of this result for learning classes of smooth functions.
M ycielski
[MYc88] had already treated the special case of linear
functions.
The algorithm
they analyzed for this “noisefree” case was a generalization
of the what is generally
(WH) algorithm2
[WH60]
known as the Widrow-Hoff
(defined in Section 3). In this paper we analyze the behavior of the WH algorithm
in the case in which there
isn’t necessarily a w for which for all t, yt = (w, x~ ).
Faber and Mycielski
[FM91] also studied this case, but
their algorithms
made use of side information
which, in
this paper, we assume is not avaiIable.
The algorithm
studied in this paper may viewed as follows [MS91].3
It maintains
an element w of X as its
hypothesis which is updated between trials. For each t,
let w~ be the hypothesis before trial t. Then the initial
hypothesis is the zero vector. After each trial t, there is
a set St of elements w of X for which (w, x~) = yt. Intuitively,
our hypothesis would like to be more like the
elements of St, since we are banking on there being a
nearly functional
relationship
~w between the X*’s and
the y, ‘s. It does not want to change too much, however,
because the ,example (x*, yt) may be misleading.
The
WH algorithm
“takes a step” in the direcgeneralized
tion of the element of St which is closest to wt (using the
natural
notion of the distance between elements of an
inner product space). In the presence of noise, a critical
question is how big of a step to take in this direction.
In this paper, we provide good worse case bounds for
different answers to this question.
As an example consider the case that X = R“ and
(u, V) is defined to be ~=1
uivi.
Thus the .fW’s are
linear functions
and the algorithm
studied here is one
of the simplest examples of gradient
descent, an algorithm design technique which has achieved considerable
practical success in more complicated
hypothesis spaces,
in particular
neural networks
[Tou89, Tou90, LMT91,
MHL92].
Despite this success, there appears not to be
a principled
method for choosing the step size (learning rate) for gradient descent algorithms.
In this paper
we tune the step size with the goal of minimizing
the
worst case total squared loss over the best that can be
obtained using elements from a given class of functions.
For any v ~ X, I]vI ] = ~~
measures the “size” of v.
We show that for all sequences s = ((x,, y~)), E (X x R)*
and for all positive reals X, W, and 1?, if maxt IIxt II s X

2Even though in the neural network community this rJgorithm is usually credited to Widrow and Hoff, it seems to
have been first discovered by Kaczmarz [Kac37].
3Actually, this interpretation
appears to be valid only in
the slightly more restricted case that (X, (., .)) is a Hilbert
space.

and Lw(s)

< E, where
Lw(s)

=

inf
[Iwll<w

~[(w,
~

xt) – yi)2,

then the generalized
WH
algorithm
and E) achieves the following
Z(Y,

- ?4,)2 < ~w(s)

to X, W,

(tuned

+2(wx)m+2(wx)2.

(2)

t
the assumption
that a bound E on
however we require that yt’s are in
a certain
range.
We show that for all positive
reals X and W and for all sequences s = ((xt, yt))t ~
(%x [–WX,
W’X])* such that max~ I lx, II ~ X, the sum
of squared errors incurred on s by a variant of the generalized WH algorithm
(tuned to the remaining parameters X and W) is at most
We then

remove

Lw (s) is known,

Lw(s)

-I- 12.89 (WX)~_

+ 8(iVX)2.

(3)

Notice that ~t(jj
- yt)2 - Lw (s) can be interpreted
as the excess of the algorithm’s
total loss over the best
that can be obtained using vectors w whose norms are
at most W.
The above bounds are tight in a very strong sense.
We show in Theorem
13 a lower bound of Lw (s) +

(WX)2 that holds for all X, W, and E,
which in addition
haa the yt’s constrained
in the range
[-WX,
WX], and holds if all three parameters are given
to the algorithm
ahead of time. Notice that the upper
bound (2) equals the lower bound plus (WX)2.
Our
lower bounds essentially use adversary arguments.
It is
an open problem whether the lower bound can already
be obtained
when the examples are chosen independently at random
according to a natural
distribution.
For more simple functions this was done in [CFH+93]:
the lower bounds there are with respect to uniform distributions
and the upper bounds which essentially meet
the lower bounds are proven for the worst case as done
in this paper.

2( WX)fi+

We continue by giving the algorithm
less information
about the sequence.
For the case when only a bound
X on the norm of any x~ is known, we show that the
generalized
WH
algorithm,
tuned to X, achieves the
following
on the sum of its squared errors:
2.25 ~~x

(mt=

llxt112)llwllz

t“

+ ~((w,xt)

[

– y~)2

1

on any sequence s = ((xt, Yt))t ~ (X x l?)” such that
maxt IIxt II ~ X. Note that this result shows how the
WH algorithm
is able to trade-off between the “size” of
a w, represented by its norm, and the extent to which
w “fits” the data sequence, represented by the sum of
squared errors incurred by fw.
Finally, with no assumptions on the environment
of the
learner, a further variant of the generalized WH algorithm has the following
bound on the sum of squared
errors

9#~\

(m,axllxt112)llw112

[
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+ ~((w,

t

xt) – yt)2

1

that

holds on any sequence s = ((xt, yt))t

E (X x J?)*.

We may apply our general bounds to a class of smooth
functions of a single real variable, in the manner used by
Faber and Mycielski
[FM91] in the case that there is a
perfect smooth function.
The smoothness of a function
is measured by the two-norm of its derivative.
Of course,
the derivative measures the steepness of a function at a
given point, and therefore the two-norm
(or any norm,
for that matter) of the derivative measures the tendency
of the function to be steep. When normalized
appropriate y, the two-norm
of a function
~’s derivative
can be
seen to be between the average steepness of f and the
f’s maximum
steepness.
We show that if there is an
(absolutely
continuous)
function
f : [0, co) ~ 1? with
f(0) = O which tends not to be very steep and which
tends to approximately
map Zt’s to the y~‘s, and if the
Zt’s are not very big, then an application
of the generalized WH algorithm
to this case obtains good bounds
on the sum of squared errors. More formally,
we show
that, for example, if the Zt’s are taken from [0, X], and
if f : [O, co) +

1? satisfies

Ilf’1]

= J,-

~ W,

& of
and Et ( f (at ) – yt)2 s E, then the predictions
the special case of the general WH algorithm
applied
to this problem satisfy a bound on ~t (ik – IA)2 of

inf
Ilf’ll<w’
A bound

~(f(~t)

-V,)2

[ t

1

+2W~+2JV2X.

of

t
was proved by [FM91] in the case when E = O. It is
surprising
that the time required for the algorithm
we
describe for this problem to make its tth prediction
&
is O(t) in the uniform cost model provided that all past
examples and predictions
are saved. This is because,
although the vector space in which we live in this application
consists of functions
and therefore
the WH
algorithm
requires us to add functions,
we can see that
the functions
that arise are piecewise linear, with the
pieces being a simple functions
of the past examples
and predictions.
In the case E = O, however, there is an
algorithm
with an optimal bound on ~j (y~ – Yt )2 which
computes its tth prediction
in O(log i!) time [KL92], raising the hope that there might be a similarly
efficient
robust algorithm.
We extend our result to apply to classes of smooth functions of n >1 real variables studied by Faber and Mycielski [FM91] in the absence of noise. We also discuss
a similar result for linear functions
of n real variables.
We show that, if max~ llx~llz s X, and if w 6 l?” satisfies llw112 s W, and ~t(w
. X~ - Yt)2 S E (here
w ~ xt = ~i wixt,i
is the standard
dot product
and
II “ ! !2 is the standard
Euclidian
norm), then the sum
of squared errors incurred by the generalized WH algorithm restricted
to this case is bounded from the above

by
inf

IIWI12<W

~((wxt)-

~,)’

~

[

1

+2wx/F+2(wx)2.
(4)

In this case, a bound of (VVX)2 was proved by Mycielski
[Myc88] under the assumption
that E = O. We further
show that all the applied upper bounds, even viewed as
bounds on the excess of the algorithm’s
total loss over
the loss of the best function
of “size” at most W, are
within a constant factor of optimal.
Moreover, in some
case the constant
best possible.

factor

in front

of the @

term

is the

Littlestone,
Long and Warmuth
[LLW91] proved bounds
for another algorithm
for learning
linear functions
in
which the xt’s were measured using the infinity
norm,
and the w‘s were measured using l-norm.
Our bounds
for the WH algorithm are smaller than those for some
of [LLW91] does not appear
sequences. The algorithm
to generalize as did the WH algorithm,
and therefore
those techniques do not appear to be as widely applicable.
One of the main problems
with gradient
descent is
a learning rule but does not give any
that it motivates
method for choosing the step size. Our results provide
a method for setting the learning
rate essentially
optimally
when learning
linear functions
(or other function clssses defined by an inner product).
An exciting
research direction
is to investigate
to what extent the
methods of this paper can be applied to analyze other
simple gradient descent learning algorithms.
Our methods should also be applied to the batch setting where the whole sequence of examples is given to
the learner at once and the goal of learning is to find
the function
that minimizes
the sum of the squared errors. In the case of linear functions
this can be solved
directly
using the linear least squares method (which
might be considered to be too computationally
expensive). Tuning the learning rate might assure provably
fast convergence of a WH-style
algorithm
for function
classes defined by inner products.

2

Preliminaries

Let N
reals.

denote

the positive

integers

and R denote

the

Each prediction
of an on-line learning algorithm
is determined
by the previous examples and the current inA
stance. Associated with an on-line learning algorithm
we define a mapping of the same name from (2! x R)* x 2?
to R,
Fix X and a learning
algorithm
A. For a finite sequence
S = ((zt, yt))l~j~~
of examples we then have that the

prediction

y: o~ ~ on the t-th
y~ = A(((zl,

and wecall~l,
tions for s.
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Vi),...,

trial
(zl,

satisfies
vtvl)),xt)t).

..., ym the sequence of A‘s on-line

predic-

An inner product space (sometimes called a pre-Hilbert
space since the imposition
of one more assumption
yields the definition
of a Hilbert
space) consists of a
(real) vector space X and a function
(.,.) (called an inner product) from X x X to R that satisfies the following
forallu,
v,x GXand~CR:

Algorithm
WH.
Input:
Learning rate q z O.
choose

●

X‘s

zero vector

ss initial

hypothesis

WI.
.

On each trial

t:

1. Get X7 E X from the environment.
1. (u, v)=

(v)u)

2. (Ku, v)=
3. (U+v,
4. (x, x)>

2. Predict

with

yt = (w~, xt).

3. Get yt E X from the environment.

K(u, v)

4. Update

x) = (u, x) + (v, x)

cording

O whenever

the current
to the rule
Wt+l

(The$e definitions

are taken from

N“U881.)

An example of an inner product is the dot product.
For
x, y E R’ for some positive integer n, the dot product
of x and y is defined to be
n

X“Y=

x

Xi~j.

i=l

The 2-norm (or
defined to be

ac-

Wt

x # O.

The last requirement
can be dropped essentially without
affecting the definition
~ou88,
page 25]. For x G X,
the norm of x, denoted by 11x11,is defined by 11x11=
@

hypothesis

Euclidian

norm)

of x

~ R’

is then

Figure

3.1

= w~ + q(y~ - yt)x#.

1: Pseud&code

Learning

with

for algorithm

instances

WH

of bounded

size

We will make use of the following,
which might be interpreted as determining
the amount that WHn learns
from an error.
The derivation
is based on previous
derivations
for the WH algorithm
(see, e.g. [DH73]).
Lemma
1 Choose X,V, W c X,~E
I?, q >0.
(v, x) and w = v + q(y – j)x.
Then

Let y =

\lv-wl/’-llwllll’
= (2q - q’llxll’)(j

- y)’ - 2q(y - j)(~

- (w, x)).
(5)

Proof
If j is a function
from R to R, we say that f is absolutely continuous
iff there exists a (Lebeague measurable) function
g : 1? ~ R such that for all a, b c R,
a~b,
f(b)

- f(a)

=/b

w = v + ax.

Thus

IIw-wll’
= ((w - W), (w - w))
=((v+ax-w),

(v+ax-w))

= ((v - w), (v - w))+

g(z) dz.
a

Let a = q(y – y). Then

(2ax,

(v - w))

+ a“(x,x).

This implies
Ilw-w([’-llv-wl(’

3

Upper

bounds

Widrow-Hoff

the
algorithm
for

generalized

= 2a(j

In this section. we Drove bounds on the worst case sum
of squared errors made by a generalization
of the WH
algorithm
(described
in Figure 1). (Technically,
Figure 1 describes a different
learninfl
akorithm
for each
initial setting of the “learning
rate; q. For a particular
q, we will refer to the associated learning algorithm
as
WHn,
and we will use a similar convention
throughout the paper.)
For the remainder
of this section, fix
an inner product
space (X, (., .)). In what follows, we
will analvze the WH algorithm
and its variants startina
from the” case where on~y a bound on x~ is available t:
the learner ahead of time. We will then show how additional information
can be exploited for tuning parameters and obtaining
better worst-csze bounds.
Finally,
we will prove a bound for the case where no assumptions
are made on the environment
of the learner.
4This is shown to be equivalent
nition in most Calculus texts.

= 2a(x,

(v – w)) + a’(x,

x)

– (w, x)) + &’(x,x)

= 2c@ – y) + 2a(y – (w, x))+
Expanding

our definition

a’(x,

x).

of a,

Ilw-wll’-llv-wll’
= –2q(j

– y)z + 2q(y – j)(v

+q’\/xl[’(v

= -(2V - q’llxllz)(y
establishing

- (w, x))

– j)z

- y)’+

(5).

2?7(y- y)(g - (w, x)),
❑

Next, we show that the performance
of the WH algorithm degrades gracefully az the relationship
to be modelled moves away from being (w, .) from some w 6 X.
We make use of the following easily verified approximation.
Lemma

to a more technical defi-
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2 For all q, r c R,

In the following
Theorem,
we show that if a learning
algorithm
knows a bound on mq
IIxt II before learning takes place, it can obtain good bounds on the sum
of squared errors.
We will remove the assumption
of
this knowledge
later through
application
of standard
doubling techniques.
Throughout
the paper, for all sequences s = ((x,, yt))t E (X x R)* and all w ~ X, let
J5w(s) = ~((w,

Xt) –

yt)z,

= ,l&l:w

Lw(s).

Theorem
3 Choose O < @ <2,
and s = ((xt, w))
(Xx l?)+.
Let 01 , .. .. YISI be the sequence of WHBIX2
on-line predictions
fors.
Then,

x(
t

X2[IWI12

[

h - Y*)2 s v%

In particular,

if/3=

Lw(s)

/3(1 – /3/2)

Yt)2

<v%’
/?(1
IIW112
–/3/2)

[

llxt112

Lb(s)

+ (1 - p/2)2

1
‘

where
= ~

(fw(xt)

- Yt)’

11X11’ “
t
This is sometimes a stronger bound than the bound (6)
of the above theorem. In the case L~(s)
= O, a similar
bound was proved by Faber and Mycielski [FM91].

let

Lw(s)

(it -

E,

L~(s)

t
and for all W >0

If we would use WH@tl~X,! z in trial t then Theorem 3
can be used to obtain a slml \ ar bound for the normalized
square loss:

+ (1 – p/2)2

6

3.2

Tuning

L3

‘S

1.

(6)

The next
known in
tained by
Define the

result shows that, if certain parameters
are
advance, improved
performance
can be obtuning ~. We need a technical lemma first.
function G : R! + (0,2) by

2/3,
G(E,

{
Lemma
Proof
Choose w c A!. If WI, w2, ..., w~+l
is the
sequence of WH@ixZ’s
hypotheses, applying
Lemma 1,
we get

if&<

2 – 24*

otherwise.

4 Choose E, W, X >0.

(WX)2
p(l

1

~-~a
v

W, X) =

E

- 9/2)+(1

- /3/2)2

Then

< E + 2(WX)2
-

+ 2(WX)m
(8)

whenever /3 = G(E,
Proof.
E, W, X
as

W, X).

Notice that
> 0. Notice

O < G(E, W, X)
< 2 for all
then that (8) can be rewritten

Since O < ~ <2
since WI = ~ and II. II is non-negative.
and (xt, Xt) = llxt112 < X2, this implies

where

JE.

Thus,

z:, ((Yt- w)’ -

*IW

-Ytl

k - (%X)1)

~ w.
Applying

Lemma

(3

To prove the lemma ‘is then sufficient to show that for
TO show
all y > 0, (9) holds for a = G(E, W, X)/2.
that, we look at the following second degree equation in
Y

2, we get

4=@y2_2

(1 - a)’
A sufficient
Solving

for ~t(&

condition

+

v

(2a - 1)2 = o
241

– CY)

>0
4

Simpli&ing
the LHS of the above inequality,
that it is equivalent to
2u$-6a2
=7=&-

establishing
n

(6).

Formula

(7) then follows

3U >0

W2CY2-6a+3~0

immediately.

*Q<*

433

(lo)

for (10) to have real roots is

cr(2 - CY)(2f.Y – 1)’
4-4(l_*)z2&(l-~)-

– vt )2 yields

“

since O<a<l
or

(2>*.
—

we can see

Since O < a <1,

we end up with
~<3–&
—

the condition

Algorithm
Input
W,X

● Foreachi=O,l,...

(11)

2

— Let k~ = Z’(WX)2.

which ensures the existence of real roots for (10). Therefore, since the coefficient of Y2 in (9) is positive, (9) holds
whenever both (11) and
‘ ‘
‘ -

– Repeat
1. Let hi be WHGck,,w,x>lx,’s
tion.

-se

F1-”2
cl z-cl)

G1.
~ O, Z >3.324.

2. Predict

with

$i =
:

hold.
for

‘%’

%%/-

The double

inequality

’12)

(12) is obviously

{

satisfied

until

which,

solved for CY,yields
(14)

Moreover, since the derivative
of the rhs of ( 13) is negative, we have that (13) implies

Thus,

inequality

(15)

equality
Plugging

if ht < WX
if ht ~ [-WX,

Wx

otherwise.

WX]

loss in this loop exceeds

ki + ‘(wx)fi

+ 2( WX)2.

Figure 2: Pseudo-code for algorithm
G1. Here WH is
used ss a subroutine
and its learning rate is set using
the function G defined in Section 3.2.

Proof.
Choose m G N, s = ((x~, yt))t<~
G (X x
II)m for which Lw (s) s E and maxt Ilxt 1~ g X. By
Theorem 3, for all j? such that O < /3 <2, we have

(9) holds for

and

Hence,

–WX
ht

the total

(13)

predic-

to complete

the proof

(9) is satisfied

we must

prove

for O ~ y < ~

that

since Lw (s) ~ E and O < ~ < 2. Applying
for /3 = G(E, W, X), we then conclude

Lemma

XI(?A -

Yt)2
< E+2WX@+2(WX)2

in-

and a = ~.

= Lw(s)

+ 2WXW+

– E+

~w(S)

2(WX)2

this choice for a in (9) yields
•1

as desired,
Below,

since y >0

u3Y–2s0
ey

<$.

Since
Y<

(m-l)’

2
‘z

24
is true, inequality
proof is finished,

(9) holds is this case as well and the
❑

Theorem

each E, X, W

5 For

WHG[E,w,x)/x2

has the following

~

O, the

~w(s) +

techniques

from

[CFH+93]

may

Loss

bounds

without

knowledge

of E

algorithm

properties.

Choose m G N, s = ((xt, yt)) E (X x R)+,
such ihai
maxt ]Ixt]] < X, and Lw(s)
s E. Let yl, jz, ... be the
sequence of WHG(E,w,x]/xz’s
on-line predictions fors.
Then,

x(Yt -Yt)25

we show that

also be applied
to obtain
a LW (s) + O(WX~
+
( WX)2)
bound if only W and X are known, However,
the delicate interplay
between E and W (loosely speaking, increasing W decreases E) has so far prevented us
from obtaining
such a result without
knowledge of any
of the three parameters
W, X, and E.
3.3

t

4

‘2Wxfi+ 2WW2

We now introduce
algorithm
G1 for the case where a
bound X on the xt’s and the range [– WX, WX] of the
yt’s are known ahead of time.
In Figure 2, we sketch
algorithm
G1 that is parametrized
w.r.t.
a variable z
to be optimized
later.
Theorem
6 For each X, W >0, algorithm
G1 has the
following
properties.
Choose s = ((xi, Yt)) c (X x [–WX,
WX])+
such
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that ma,xt Ilxt[[

s

X

GIw,x,z
‘s m-line
is at most

Let yl, .... jl~l

predictions

fors.

be the sequence
Then ~t(y~

of

Lw(s)
+2 (J%

+ 2.01) (W’X)~(z

In particular,
~(?k!/t)2
t
3.4

– l) L~(s)

+ 8( JVX)2.

for z = 3.324,
S Lw(s)+12.89(WX)

Predicting

with

/m”+8(WX)2.

no a priori

Choose s = ((xt, yt)) ~ ([0,X]
x
is an f c SW,X for which ~t(f(zt)

inf
fc$w,x

is at most

inf 4(maxt
WEX [
In particular,

IIx,112)IIw112

/3(1 - /?/2)
if/3=

+(1 1
- p/2)’

Proof
plexity
proof.

~(f(~t)

[(my llw112)llw112
+ Lw(s)]

~

Let

Applications

[0,X]

be the space of (measurable)
to R

for

L2(0, X) is well known
(see, e.g. ~ou88]),
with

Further,

In this section, we describe applications
of the inner
product results of the previous section.
While we will
focus on applications
of Theorem 5, we note that analogs
of the other results of Section 3 can be obtained
in a
similar manner.
functions

of a single

+2WWZi7+2w2x.

For now, let’s put issues of computational
comout of mind.
We’ll treat them again after the

L2(0, X)

g from

Smooth

1

- Yt)2

[ t

which

variable

We begin with a class of smooth functions
of a single
real variable that was studied by Faber and Mycielski
[FM91] in a similar context, except using the assumption that there was a function
t in the class such that
was to prove
Yt = f(ct ) for all t. Their methodology
general results like those of the previous section under
that assumption
that there was a w with .fW(xi ) = yt
learning
for all t, then to reduce the smooth function
problem to the more general problem ae we do below.
Similar function
classes have also often been studied in
nonparametric
statistics (see, e.g. [Har91]) using probabilistic assumptions
on the generation
of the Zt ‘s.

fox g(u)2

functions
du is finite.

to be an inner product
space
the inner product defined by

(91, go) = lx

4.1

Let

wedic-

Fix E, X, W ~ O. Algorithm
A8meoth reduces the problem of learning Sw,x to a more general problem of the
type treated in the previous section.

“

Notice that, by reducing /?, the constant on the LW(S)
term can be brought arbitrarily
close to 1 at the expense
of increasing the constant on the other term.

4

- y~)2 < E.

LW(S)

4/3,

- Y,)2 < 9&\

R)+, such that there

til, .... YISI be the sequence of Aamooth ‘S on-line
tions for s. Then ~t(&
– yi)2 is at most

7 For any O < ~ <21 there is a prediction
G2D with the following
properties.

- vt)’

~(Y,
t

The assumption
that ~(0) = O will be satisfied by many
natural functions of interest. Examples include distance
traveled s.s a function
of time and return as a function
of investment.
We will prove the following
result about

Theorem
8 For each E, X, W ~ O, there is a prediction algorithm
A8mOOth wzth the following
properties.

information

Choose s = ((x~, ~~))~ E (X x R)m.
Let yl, .... ~Sl be
the sequence of G2P’s on-line predictions
for s. Then
~,(ii

= o

Sw,x .

In this section we remove all assumptions
that the
learner haa prior knowledge.
The proof (which is omitted) follows immediately
from Theorem 3 via the application of standard doubling techniques.
Theorem
algorithm

1. f(o)

– yt)2

gl(u)go(u)

du.

we define g3 = g2 + gl by
(v~)

93(Z) = 92(Z)+

91(Z),

and g3 = tcgl by

(b’z)

g,(z)=

Kg,(z).

Now apply
algorithm
WH
to this particular
inner
product
space, L2(0, X), with learning
rate q set to
G(E, W, X), where the function
G is defined in Section 3.2. For any z E [O, X], define x~= : [O, X] ~ R
by
1 ifu<z

x<z(~) =

Note that

{ O otherwise.

for any z < X

and therefore

x<.

~ L2(0, X).

In Figure 3, we give a short description
A smooth. Note that for any f c SW,X,

For some X > 0, the domain X is the initial
interval
[0, X] of the real line. We define the set $%,x to be all
absolutely continuous
f : [0,X] ~ R for which
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of algorithm

Algorithm
Input:
E,

A,~oo~h.

On each trial

●

Y

W,x ~ o.

●

1. Get Zi c [0,X]
2. Give x<=,

from

the environment.

c L2(0, X)

to WHG(E,w,x)/x~

.

3. Use WHG(E,W,X)/Xa’s

prediction

tit.
✍

4. RUM yt to WHG(E)W,x)/XZ.

z

Figure 3: Pseudo-code
for algorithm
A.~o,jjh.
Algorithm WH
(here used as a subroutine)
is applied to
the inner product space X = L2(0, X). The function G,
used to set WH’s learning rate, is defined in Section 3.2.

Finally,

note that

= f,
= f;

f’(~)XSc(U)
f’(u) du

= f(z)

-

du
(18)

f(o)

is an ~ c Sw,x

for which

~~l(~(~t)

-

y,)’<

---

ht

Figure 4: An example of the update of the application
of
the WH algorithm
to smoothing
in the single-variable
case. The derivative
of the hypothesis is modified by a
constant in the appropriate
direction
to the left of xt,
and left unchanged to the right.

–

vt)2 S E, then f’ E L2(0, X) has [1~’11s IV and satisfies

~((f’,x<c,)

------

I

= f(x).
if there

it

since ~(0) = O,

(f’)x#

Thus,

(x,, y,)

t

t:

and therefore
ht+l(z)

E.

t

By induction,

= ht(z)

+ q(yt - yt)min{zt,

z}.

we have

Combining
this with
(16) and Theorem
5, we can
see that WH’s
predictions
satisfy an upper bound on

zt(Yt - !h)2of
inf

Ilf’ll<w

f((f’,x~=t)

-yt)2

[ ~=1

1

The result then follows from the fact that
makes the same predictions
as WH.
By

closely

examining

the

trivially
computable
in O(t) time if the previous j,’s
saved. This algorithm
is illustrated
in Figure 4.

+2Wfi+2w2x.

predictions

A,~oofh

of

just
c1

algorithm

As~OOth of Theorem
8! we can see that it can be implemented
in time linear in t. Algorithm
WH
when
applied to L2(0, X) maintains
a function
w c L2(0, X)
which it updates between trials.
As before, let w: be
the tth hypothesis
of WH.
We can see that @ can be
interpreted
ss the derivative
of As~oO:h’s tth hypothesis. This is because WH’s tth prediction,
and therefore
Aamooth ‘S tth prediction

is

St
tit(u)x<=,
(u) du =
tit(u) du.
= /x
/ 0
o
Hence A,mOO~h’s tth hypothesis
hi satisfies hj = &.

4.2

=
{

of several

variables

~ such that
1. Vx E Rn
f(X) = foe’ . . .~ozn ~(ul,

. . .,un)

dun . . .dul

“S~(f(”l~~un))2dundulS
It is essily verified

that

‘.

when ~ exists,

it is defined

by

and its up-

where q doesn’t depend on t (see the proof of Theorem 5). Integrating
yields the following
expression for
A smoOth’s (t+ l)st hypothesis:
ht+l(z)

functions

Theorem 8 can be generalized
to higher dimensions
as
follows. The analogous generalization
in the absence of
noise was carried out in [FM9 1]. For some &l >0, the
domain X is [0, X]n. We define the set $w,x,n to be all
functions
f : [0, X]” - It for which there 1s a function

(~t)x<.t)

WH sets WI to be the constant O function,
date is
,
‘&+l = & + ~(yf – jf)x<zi

Smooth

are

ht(z)

+ q(yt – yt)z

ifx~xt

ht(z)

+ q(yt – jt)zt

otherwise

We can establish
rem 8.

the following

generalization

of Theo-

Theorem
9 For each E, X, W ~ O and n c N,
is a prediction
algorithm
Agen wtth the following
erties.
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there
prop-

Choose s = ((x, yt)) C ([O, X n x R)+, such that there
is an f E Sw,x,n for which & t(f(xt)
- Yt)z S E. Let
~1, .... YLSi be the sequence of %en ‘S on-line Predieiions
fors.
Then ~t(yt
– yt)2 is at ‘most

inf
fcsw,x,.

1

~(f(Xt)-Y,)2
[ t

1?

ni$,

for

w~h

which
the

Jo .“ Jo 91(X)9’(X)

product

dz~...dzl

defined

‘Xn...dxl”

by

is

fi-

(gl, gz)

=

0

It is easy to see, by extending
the discussion following Theorem 8, that the predictions
of Theorem 9 can
be computed
in O(tn) time, if previous predictions
are
saved.
4.3

Linear

Theorem
10 For each E, X, W ~.0,
tion algorithm Alin with the follounng
Choose n ~ N, ((xt,
that maxt llx~]12 s X,

there is a predicproperties.

w)) = s E (Rn
and there

is an f

for which ~,(f(x,)
- y,)2 s E.
Let
the sequence of Alin’s
on-line predictions

5

X

~)+,

S?JCh

~ LINw,x,n
01,..., ypy be
for s. Then

- !/t)2 is at most

inf
f~LINw,x,.

Lower

[

‘jJf(xt)-yt)2
~

1

+2WX-@+2W2X2.

bounds

In this section, we describe lower bounds which match
the upper bounds of Theorems 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 within
a constant factor. In fact, these lower bounds show that
even the upper bound on the excess of the algorithm’s
squared loss above the best fixed element within a given
class of functions is within a constant factor of optimal.
Furthermore,
the constant factor in front of the @
term is the best possible in most cases. The proofs of
this section are omitted
due to space constraints.
We
begin with a lower bound for smooth functions.
Theorem
11 Choose E, X, W ~ O, n c N,
and
prediction
algorithm
A. Then there exists ((x,, w))
hold: Them is
([0, X]n x R)+, such that the following
function
f c Sw,x,n for which ~t(f(xt)
- yt)’ S E.
for each t,
yt = A(((xl,

+ 2( WX)2.

Sketch:
In fact m = 1 suffices. We let x1 =
X), VI = +( WXn/2+
@)
and ~ : [O, X]” + R
by f(x)

We may similarly
linear functions.
Theorem
12
gorithm A.

= ~

~~=1 xi.

Cl

obtain

the following

lower bound

for

Choose E, X, W ~ O and a prediction

al-

(Rn x
Then there exists n ~ N,
((x~, yt))$
c
[-WX,
WX])+,
such that maxt Ilx,llz
~ X, and the
following
hold:
There is an f ~ LINw,x,n
for which
~t(f(xt)

- Yt)2 S E.

If for

each t,

YI), . . .,(xt-l,
w-l)),xt),

& = A(((xI,
then,

functions

For each W, X, n, let LINw,x,n
be the set of all functo [-WX,
Wx]
tions f from {x c R“ : [[X112 ~ x]
for which there exists w c Rn, IIW112 < W such that
for all x in the domain of ~, ~(x) = w “x.
We may
establish the following result about LINw,x,n
in a more
straightforward
manner. Its proof is omitted.

Zt(Yt

> E + 2cfifi

t

be defined

fox ... &x g(x)2

inner

& - yt)’

Z(

Proof
(X,...,

+2Wx~J’@+2J@X”

Proof
Sketch:
The proof closely follows the proof
of Theorem
8, except replacing
L2 (0,X)
with
the
the space of (measurable)
functions
g from
[0, X]n
to

then,

yl),...,

(xl,

ytyl)),xt

a
~
a
If

~(ih
t
Proof

J3+2WXJ77+ww’

-Yt)22

Sketch.

Again

m =

1 is enough.

(X, o,..., O), Y1 = +( WX+@,
u

Set xl

and w = (+W,

=

O, ....0).

To establish the upper bound of Theorem
6, in which
general bounds were obtained
without
an knowledge
of an upper bound on L w (s), we required
the assumption
that the ~t’s were in the “reasonable”
range
[-WX,
WX], where W was an upper bound on Ilwll
and X an upper bound on maxt IIxt 11. Therefore,
the
above lower bounds do not say anything
about the opThe following
lower bound
timality
of those results.
shows that this bound cannot be significantly
improved
in general.
It further
has obvious consequences concerning the linear function
application
when the “noise
level” l? is not too large relative to the number n of
variables as well as W and X.
Theorem
13 Let (~d)d6N
product spaces such that .&
spa ce. Choose W, X, E >0.
that

be any sequence of inner
is a d-dimensional
vector
Let n be any integer such

—
()I+= 2.

(19)

n>

Then for any prediction
((xt, yt)) G (%

X [–WX,

algorithm
WX])n

A there is a sequence

such that

1. For all 1 ~ t ~ n, I[xtl[ =X.
2. If jl , . . . . jn is the sequence of predictions
output
by A when presented with the sequence ((xl, VI))
on-line, then

~(w
t

),),
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-ik)22

E+2(WX)fi+

(WX)2.

$. ‘There exists w ~ l?’

such that Ilwll

5
(Y* - (W,
xt))z =
t=l
6
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